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～ a Communication Agent makes your Friendship ～

Introduction

You use Communication 

Media such as phones 

and PCs when you want 

to get information. 

Prospects
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Tinker Bell Project

Experiment System

Now

Future We expect that the 

media have 

conversational 

intelligence and become 

communication agents 

as your best mate.

Communication Agents 

may be able to mediate 

their owners’ friendship. 

Tinker Bell 

・ Interaction Condition (A, B, C)

We hope to become able to assign communication part to 
artificial intelligence. And artificial intelligence will help us 
make human relations frequently. So we will develop this 
research to make social conversation agent.

・Trust game  (evaluate trust)

Purpose

・Examine the effect on owners’ relationship 

by a Only Agents’ Talk.

・Show possibility that people can recognize 

Non-human Communication Agents as their social surrogate. 

1. Subjects have interaction with another subject. 

2. Evaluate subjects’ feelings for another subject. 

・Experiment procedure

A : Do Internet chat
with another subject. 

B : See internet chat logs 
between agents

C : See another subject’s profile 

・ Evaluation

・Questionnaire (evaluate attraction)
How do you feel about another subject?
Impression, character, another subject’s feelings 

After subjects interact with 
their agents individually ,
the agents start Internet chat 
and then they see the chat logs.

Subjects do Internet chat with 
another subject.
We expect that chats make any 

relationship between the subjects.

A

B

C

Subjects only see another subject’s  
profile each other.
We expect that they don’t have an 

interest in each other comparatively.

Subjects come to have more positive feelings for another 

subject under condition B than C. Perhaps the result of B 

will be as well as A.

Subjects assess another subject by some pairs of adjectives interrelated 

with attraction using points tables such as 表1.

We evaluate attraction subjects feel for another subject.

$

Now Future Focus

a lot of payback

・ Future work

・ Expected results

First, you get some money for a reward. You 

decide the amount of money to give another 

subject from your holdings. The person gets a 

reward of several-fold money you gave. Then, 

the person can return some money to you, and 

you know the fact in advance. We can evaluate 

your trust in another subject according to how 

much money you gave firstly.

Oh my God !


